I am going to see BIG JOHN!

At Glazer Children’s Museum
I might be visiting GCM to see a special new exhibit: Big John!

Big John is a REAL triceratops fossil.

His fossilized skeleton is the biggest one ever found!
If I have a reservation to see Big John, there may be a line to wait in before I can see him. I will line up on the second floor, then climb the stairs to the exhibit.
While I am waiting, I might hear cricket noises over the speakers. I can wear my headphones if I need to. My family can talk to someone who works at the museum if I need help.
In the Big John room, there are lots of activities! I can read about him, crawl under him and look at him from the tunnel.
I might build a Big John puzzle!

When the puzzle is finished, there is a surprising sound as it clears all the pieces to start again.

Sometimes this is loud.
I might create my very own dinosaur and turn it into a moving cartoon on the screen! There are many things to learn and do when I visit Glazer Children’s Museum.
I will listen carefully to instructions, and I will not climb on the rocks or try to touch the fossil. This is so everyone can stay safe and enjoy Big John.
I am going to follow the directions of the Glazer Children’s Museum guides and have a great time visiting Big John!
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